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Abstract 
AI algorithms are widely used in recommendation systems used to identify products, services, music, and search results. 
However, there are concerns about the fairness of such algorithms. Recommendation systems’ biases are at the core of the 
antitrust allegations against some of the leading firms. This research extends the extant literature on responsible AI by 
examining recommendation systems that lack fairness and exhibit bias by promoting popular, sponsored, and private-label 
products to customers against their preferences on e-commerce platforms. This study  aims to advance the theoretical 
understanding of factors that influence customers’ perceived fairness (or lack thereof) and distrust related to recommendation 
systems. Additionally, in the extant IS and Computer Science literature, in a given context, AI fairness perception is viewed 
as uniformly experienced by all the individuals. However, based on organizational justice literature, we can propose that in a 
given context individuals may experience different levels of AI fairness perception due to their different levels of equity 
sensitivity, and accordingly react at different levels to these diverse  fairness perceptions. Thus, it is important to understand 
how individuals may perceive the fairness of a recommendation system differently based on their individual characteristics. 
While equity sensitivity and exchange ideology have been studied in the management literature to explain individual 
heterogeneity in reactions to unfairness in managerial and organizational decisions, their effects on the perceived fairness of 
recommendation systems and on subsequent attitudes and behaviors related to them remain unexplored. This study reports 
that customers perceive  a recommendation system with popularity bias, sponsored product bias, and private-label bias to be 
less fair than a recommendation system that provides neutral recommendations. Further, customers find popularity bias to be 
less unfair compared to the other two biases, demonstrating herd behavior. Equity sensitivity and exchange ideology explain 
the variation in the perceived fairness of the recommendation systems. Individuals with higher equity sensitivity (entitled) and 
exchange ideology perceived recommendation systems as less fair than others. Further, perceived fairness was found to 
negatively impact distrust towards the recommendation system. The findings contribute to improving our understanding of AI 
fairness, the factors that influence it, and its downstream influence on consumer attitudes and behaviors. The theoretical and 
practical implications of the findings are also discussed. 
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